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Experience the passion of fiery spanish guitars, gypsy violin, and world rhythms. The ultimate best of

Benise. As seen on PBS 20 MP3 Songs LATIN: Flamenco, WORLD: Flamenco Details: Benise Live

SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION 2 CD SET An explosive 20 Song Collection that captures the fire and

passion of "Benise Live"! Fiery Spanish guitars, gypsy violin, and a sizzling thythm section combine to

ignite the night. The ultimate "Best of Benise"! Don't miss Benise's "Nights of Fire" now on PBS! A

spectacular journey of music and dance through 50 performers. The show that celebrates MUSIC, LOVE,

and LIFE! National tour this spring - check benisefor concerts in your area. R E V I E W BENISE Benise

Live review by Michael Debbage Apparently, Benise is generating some buzz in certain musical circles

and with five studio albums under their belt so it appeared that a compilation of some sort was in order.

Instead of the obligatory "best of" to rehash the past, Benise released a limited edition double live album

and what a firecracker she is. Encapsulating their live show, Benise' main architect is Ron Benise on his

guitar who prudently surrounds himself with a cast of band members that still make this very much a

group effort. So what about "Shakara"? Well, it immediately captives the audience with a fine battle

between Roni Benise on guitar and Jim Sitterly on violin. Add the dynamic dual of C.G. Ryche on

percussion and Carlos Lopez on drums and you know that you are in store for a great overview of Benise

up close and personal. Speaking of percussion scuffles check out the almost carnival party atmosphere of

"Tribal". If this fiesta does not move you then perhaps it is time for your annual physical. And if you really

want to fully appreciate this work out check out the visual version on the DVD Viva Spanish Nights. But

this album is not just about having a carnival. Explore the more restrained folksy "Mediterranea", which

oozes of romance via its simplicity. Clocking in over seven minutes it embodies both the reflective and

carnival aspect of the band starting off in a strolling capacity contrasted with the double time conclusion.

Equally as effective is the gorgeous "Santa Barbara" taken from the Mediterranea album that I previously

reviewed. As for disc two, the party continues courtesy for the thumping "Tabu" where once again Roni

Benise exhibits his ferocious yet passionate guitar technique. Meanwhile Sitterly utterly sizzles and does

well to keep up with Ron. The festivities continue with the vivacious "Carnaval" which also includes the
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participation of the crowd who accompany the band with their whistles as a result of Benise's beckoning.

Clocking in over 8 minutes it is an utter revelry for both the band and the crowd. However, just like disc

one Benise keeps us guessing with the dreamier "Brazil", which includes some vocal chanting from

female singer Kevin Lattue. Equally as wistful is the soulful "Brazilian Summer" with Rique Pantoja on

piano. Meanwhile, if you want to hear the entire band in full action fast-forward to "Galletto's Jam" that is a

true aerobic workout. As impressive is the concluding "Fandango" closing the album out on a partially

military explosive high. Roni Benise is all over his guitar bringing the crowd to their enthusiastic feet.

Benise Live does an exceptional job of harnessing the energetic performances of the band. For those of

you not yet familiar with Benise this is a great place to start.
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